Happy Monday everybody!
Here is our Science lesson!
This week’s Science lesson moves onto a
new topic. It will use our biology skills.

What could it be?...

Plants!

Today we are learning all about PLANTS
But let’s see what we can remember?

Start by thinking about or
writing down everything you can
remember about plants.
Give yourself 5 minutes…

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zhp6n39

Plants can come in all different shapes, sizes,
colours and types…

Our topic will be focussing on flowering plants!

Task 1: To draw and label the parts of a
flowering plant

The next few slides will help you learn the parts of a
flowering plant, and what they do.
Draw a picture of one on your paper, and label it.
Try to add as much detail as you can to your label.
e.g. This is a ______ and it helps the plant by ____

Which different parts of a plant can you
name…?

?

?
?

?
?

?

See if you can name the parts shown…
The answers are on the next slide.
You can watch this clip too.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/t
opics/zy66fg8/articles/zcjnp39

Which different parts of a plant can you
name…?
Were you right?
The seed helps produce a new plant.
The flower has parts to help
reproduce a new plant.
It also attracts insects to aid
pollination.
The leaf uses light from the sun,
along with carbon dioxide from the
air and water to make food for the
plant. This process is called
photosynthesis.

Which different parts of a plant can you
name…?

Were you right?

The stem helps carry water and
nutrients around the plant. They also
hold the plant upright.
The roots take up the water and
nutrients from the soil. They also
help hold the plant steady in the
ground.

But why do plants have so many parts, and do
they really need them?
Let’s visit Ivy’s plant shop to see.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/science-ks1-ks2-ivys-plant-workshop-partsof-a-plant/zvdkpg8
Now complete your drawing and labelling.

Right – well done! You are working hard today.
Let’s see if you can answer these questions…
You can rewatch the video if you need to.
What does the stem do?
What are nutrients?
What do the leaves do?
What do the roots do?
What is the job of the flower?
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/science-ks1-ks2-ivys-plant-workshop-partsof-a-plant/zvdkpg8

Start your task now.
Task 1: To draw and label the parts of a
flowering plant
Draw a picture of one on your
paper, and label it.
Try to add as much detail as you
can to your label.
e.g. This is a ______ and it helps
the plant by ____

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy66fg8/articles/zcmtk2p

Extra skills!
If you are lucky enough to have a garden, or
have plants in your house, you can use your
observational skills to look for these parts.
If you have a weed like a dandelion, try and
pull it intact (in one piece)from the ground
(check with an adult first). You might see
one in the park or fields near your home…
Look at the roots…they are like little tubes
or straws ready to suck up the water or
nutrients.
Isn’t nature clever?
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy66fg8/articles/z98jpbk

Let’s move on.
We are going to have a look at how plants begin to grow, and
their lifecycle. What do we mean by lifecycle?

A lifecycle means the different stages of life for an animal or
plant.

Here’s the lifecycle of a frog.
Can you see the circle?
That where the word “cycle”
comes from – like a bicycle wheel.

Lifecycle of a flowering plant
So what would the lifecycle of a plant look
like?
How are new plants started?
Let’s see…
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgqyrdm

Lifecycle of a flowering plant
Most plants grow from a seed or a
bulb…

A seed gets planted either by humans
or animals, or blown by the wind
Seeds need water in order to start
.
growing
This is called germination.

Lifecycle of a flowering plant
When a seed germinates, it will start
growing roots and shoots.

Roots will grow deeper in the ground
to find more water
Shoots grown upwards to find light.
Can you see one “bigger” root? This
first root that grows is called a
radicle.

Lifecycle of a flowering plant
The shoots will then grow a stem and
leaves above the ground.
Some plants will grow flowers that will
turn into fruits and make their own
seeds
The seeds will get spread by animals,
humans or the wind
And the process will begin all over again.
We call this the lifecycle of a flowering
plant.

Task 2: Can you work out the missing words?
You can either say it out loud or copy it down…

Most flowering plants start from a s____ or a
b_____. It can get planted by humans,
a______ or blown by the _____.
Seeds will need _______ to start growing. This
is called _________. It will first grow r____
and then s_______, which grown upwards to
find l______.
Some plants grow flowers that turn into
f_____ and s____. These get spread by
animals, humans or the _____ and the whole
process starts again. This is called a
l________ of a plant.
Answers on the next page when you’ve had a go…

Task 2: Can you work out the missing words?
You can either say it out loud or copy it down…

Most flowering plants start from a seed or a
bulb. It can get planted by humans, animals or
blown by the wind.
Seeds will need water to start growing. This is
called germination. It will first grow roots and
then shoots which grown upwards to find light.
Some plants grow flowers that turn into fruits
and seeds. These get spread by animals, humans
or the wind and the whole process starts again.
This is called a lifecycle of a plant.
How did you get on? If you got a few wrong, read this
carefully, and then go back and try again. That’s fine –
it’s how we learn new facts!

Task 3: Let’s see what you learned!
Can you create an information page to show the
lifecycle of a plant?
You can add labels, pictures and text boxes. You
can add colour and headings to make it eyecatching.
You could even create a circle shape to show the
“cycle” of the plant…
There are some ideas on the next page
Challenge: try to include the words germination
and radicle in your information page…

Well done! We would love to see a picture of
these, posted perhaps on twitter or send to our
school email! 
Your teachers love receiving them!

Let’s think how we could take this further with
our home learning. Growing plants can be great
fun, and doesn’t need a garden.
Here are some ideas of things you could try, to
test out the idea that seeds that germinate will
grow into plants…>>>

You could grow cress. It doesn’t even need soil!

You can grow cress
seeds on wet
kitchen roll, on
damp cotton wool
and inside
anything, including
egg shells!

https://www.persil.com/uk/dirt-is-good/games/grow-your-own-cress-heads-for-kids.html

You could grow cress. It doesn’t even need soil!

Trim the cress with scissors
to wash and eat, and then it
will grow again!

You can grow other plants too..
You can grow a slice of
tomato into a tomato
plant.
Bean seeds are great to
grow using a clear jar or
plastic cup and some
kitchen roll. You can
actually see the first
radicle root appear and
the shoots and roots. This
video shows you how…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTRW2Cf
9U2U

You can grow other plants too..
You can use the head of a
carrot, cut off and left on
a saucer of water. It will
sprout leaves again!
Sunflowers can be grown from
seeds. Some grow very tall, and
you can have a challenge with
your family to see which is the
tallest! Sunflower seeds are
often sold with bird food or in
garden centres and
supermarkets.

Well done today!
You have used lots of
different skills in our
Science learning.
We will continue our plants
topic next week…

A big well done to your families
too – we really appreciate them
helping and hope they are
enjoying it too!

We miss you! from:
Mrs BC, Miss Ringland, Miss Callaghan (Elston)
Mrs Dudley (Palmers), Mrs Turner (Edwards), Miss Sharma and Mr Holmes (Goldthorn)

We are really enjoying seeing the pictures and messages
sent in to our Twitter Page and School emails.
Please label these Y3 so we can make sure the Y3 staff see
them.
It is lovely to see so many of you learning at home, and
sharing this with us – we miss you all and can’t wait to get
back into school with you.
Best wishes
The Y3 team

@elstonhallsch
@palmerscrosssch
@edwardeldersch
@GoldthornPark
Email to: elstonhallprimaryschool@Wolverhampton.gov.uk

